
Demo Automation for SaaS 
Sales Teams



There is nothing more important for your
sales team than to successfully present,
demonstrate, and educate buyers on the
features and capabilities of your software
platform. 
  
StoryScale is an interactive demo
automation platform for software revenue
teams. 

With StoryScale you can create
captivating product tours and demos that
work flawlessly every time and deliver
product stories the keep your sellers on
message, while greatly reducing the time
and cost of demo preparation.  
 

Demos Sell Software

Gartner recently cited StoryScale as new
technology that can drive product led-growth
with our product demo and sales enablement
solutions.

StoryScale is the only full enablement platform
to manage both product and content
experiences for full-funnel product sales. 



Content Experience

What We Do 

Interactive Product Demos

StoryScale turns your SaaS
application into a shareable product
demo that is easy to present and
view. 

Guide users to Aha-moments, or add
interactive hotspots for "choose your
own adventure" product tours.  

Accelerate journeys with bingeable
content and recommendations.

Content Experience uplifts your sales
collateral by delivering it all in a single
frame with immersive viewing.
Notifications provide instant intent
signals on buyer engagement. 

Enablement Hubs

All your latest and greatest sales
collateral in one place and easy to share
and activate.

StoryScale is your sales hub for
interactive demos and digital content,



How it Works

StoryScale provides powerful no-code tools for importing
your screens, creating, editing, and delivering SaaS demos.

App Capture
The capture process is easy. Browse to the screens you
want to import and click Capture. Your software screens
are imported into your project with one click.

No-Code Demo Creation 
Once in your demo project, you can edit the on-screen
content and data. Simply click on the areas of the screen
you want to modify and use editing tools to update on-
screen text, data, and images. 

Adding steps and hotspots guide viewers through your
application, providing a fully interactive demo experience. 

Demo Delivery 
Every demo gets its own web address. Sellers can present
demos 1:1. Or share demos with prospects using outbound
and social sales messaging. 

Analytics and alerts help you easily track buyer
engagement. 



Use Cases

Website Product Tours

Interactive product tours and frictionless
content boost website conversions

Sales and Pre-Sales

Arm every seller with personalized product
demos. Engage buyers with product-led
sales experiences on every channel.   

Champion Enablement

Give champions  shareable demos  that
win buying committee consensus 

Channel Enablement

Align product messaging and value selling
across your channel. Enable resellers with
easy to present product demos 

Onboarding

Ramp customer adoption. Upskill
employees with product knowledge. 



Area Challenge Solution 

Demo
Preparation 

Sellers are spending hours of preparation
for every demo. 

StoryScale automates demo prep. Our no-code
demo studio clones app screens and creates a
reusable demo that is aways ready to share. 

Vertical Demo
Library 

Need product demonstrations for every
market vertical, persona, and product. 

StoryScale can create and manage a library of
pre-built demos. Using the Studio you can
“verticalize” each demo with custom data,
locations, terminology, and branding. 

Reliability and
Performance 

Need to avoid the “Murphy’s Law” for
product demos, what can go wrong, will go
wrong. Demo failure has an immediate
impact on the bottom line. 

With StoryScale your demo always starts with
a clean presentation without any back-end
dependencies, edge conditions, artifacts, and
other risks of a live product presentation. 

 
Seller
Effectiveness
and Utilization

Need to free up sellers from repetitive
admin work to focus on value selling. 

StoryScale automates demo creation so sellers
can re-direct time on revenue-generating sales
activities and deliver more successful product
pitches. 

Demo
Infrastructure
Cost and
Maintenance

The hard costs of maintaining and
managing sandboxes and demo
infrastructure increase the cost of sales
and create risk for demo delivery. 

StoryScale is a cloud-based SaaS application
that includes demo delivery. Pre-sales and
early sales demos can be delivered on
StoryScale, greatly reducing the overall
infrastructure and associated maintenance
costs. 

Demo Automation ROI



Meet the Only Interactive Demo Platform
with Responsive Mobile Delivery 

From social selling to email and outbound prospecting,
our world has gotten smaller - or at least the screens
have. 

Sales is 24x7 and delivered on multiple channels, from
sales-led demos on desktop to interactive leave-behinds
and shared product experiences often viewed on mobile
email and social channels.

Modern sales team know that ABC (Always Be Closing)
means that product experiences need to be delivered to
every device. 

StoryScale is the only interactive demo platform that
delivers responsive product tours and demos  that
automatically optimize on desktop, mobile, and tablets.   

41.9%

Mobile devices account for 41.9% of all
opened emails. (Litmus.) 



Create Personalized
Demos that Win. 
Interactive product demos deliver the buying experiences
customers demand. Give sellers the tools they need to win.
Start Today! 

https://storyscale.com/get-a-demo/
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